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Abstract

The interaction of brain, body and environment can result in complex behavior with rich dynamics even for relatively simple agents. Such dynamics are, however, often difficult to analyze. In this article we explore the case of a simple simulated robotic agent, equipped with a reactive neurocontroller and an energy level, that the agent has been evolved to re-charge. A dynamical systems analysis, shows that a non-neural internal state (energy level), despite its simplicity, dynamically modulates the behavioral attractors of the agent-environment system, such that the robot’s behavioral repertoire is continually adapted to its current situation and energy level. What emerges is a dynamic, non-deterministic and highly self-organized action selection mechanism, originating from the dynamical coupling of four systems (non-neural internal states, neurocontroller, body and environment) operating at very different time scales.
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Introduction and Background

In the dynamical systems (DS) approach to adaptive behavior and cognition (e.g. Kelso, 1995; Van Gelder, 2000; Clark, 1997) agents and their environments are viewed as tightly coupled dynamical systems. Nervous systems, bodies, and their environments are considered to have complementary roles in producing a rich range of adaptive behaviors (Beer, 1995; Chiel & Beer, 1997). Accordingly, cognitive agents are not closed systems whose activity can be reduced to the mapping of sensory inputs to motor outputs. In natural agents, nervous system, body and environment are not three independent components engaged in a synchronic interaction; rather, natural adaptation is the ongoing result of a global, self-organizing process. The implementation of artificial adaptation on the basis of principles of self-organization is therefore promising, and has been explored in much work in artificial life and adaptive robotics in recent years. The DS approach offers a range of tools available to the theorist aiming to understand adaptive processes as they unfold in time. In recent years there also has been a decisive turn towards aspects of situatedness and embodiment in much of cognitive science and AI (Clark, 1997; Pfeifer, 1999; Pfeifer & Scheier, 1999). Much recent robotics research has therefore focused on the sensorimotor interaction between control systems, their robotic bodies and their external environment. For example, it has been demonstrated that control may be highly distributed and, for instance, morphology can play an active role in control (Pfeifer, 1999).

Furthermore, Parisi (Parisi, 2004) has recently argued that “to understand the behavior of organisms more adequately we also need to reproduce in robots the inside of the body of organisms and to study the interactions of the robot’s control system with what is inside the body”. Parisi coined the term internal robotics to denote the interaction between the (neural) control system and the rest of the body. One important aspect of this interaction is motivation. Ashby (Ashby, 1957) used the term “homeostasis” to refer to the fact that certain variables, essential for the system, need to remain within certain limits – a “viability zone” (Meyer, 1995; Di Paolo, 2003) – for the organism to function and stay alive. That means, an adaptive agent needs to incorporate mechanisms that ensure that deviations from that viability zone are balanced during adaptive interaction. The viability zone is therefore ensured, not only through internal homeostatic mechanisms, but also motivating adaptive behavior.

There have been several attempts to model internal states as motivations for the control of robots (Gadanho & Hallam, 2001; Avila-García & Cañamero, 2004). The role of internal states as motivations in artificial agents will strongly depend on what particular architecture the artificial agent embodies. If different forms of behavior are determined by functional modules, the specific values of internal variables can effectively influence an action selection process (Maes, 1991; D. Cañamero, 1997; L. Cañamero, 2003). Research on self-organizing behavioral systems has demonstrated that breaking down control systems into modules, according to some designer’s or observer’s preconception or perception of what ‘behaviors’ might be required, is not unproblematic (e.g. Nolfi, 1997; Ziemke, 2000). For example, it has been shown that behavioral adaptivity through quasi-modularity at a functional level can be realized without actual modules, through relatively simple recurrent neurocontrollers that make use of feedback to dynamically modulate their own behavior over time (Ziemke, 2000). Similarly, in recent work on recurrent architectures with parametric
bias values (Tani, 2003; Tani & Ito, 2002; Ito & Tani, 2004; Ito, Noda, Hoshino, & Tani, 2006) internal states function as control parameters of nonlinear dynamical systems to generate the dynamical bifurcation to distinct behaviors. In this case, the dynamics of internal states (the parametric bias) is achieved through anticipation and back-propagation of the error.

In this article, we further investigate the role of internal states in the modulation of adaptive behavior, exploring the hypothesis that even very simple internal states can modulate the functioning of a simple, non-specialist network to produce different behaviors. Our perspective is radically different from related work on action selection since we do not consider behaviors generated by a collection of structural modules. In other words, rather than focusing on how a selection mechanism can arbitrate the activation of a module that encapsulates some behavioral program, we investigate how internal states can modulate the activity of a control system so to generate distinguishable interactive dynamics and behaviors in different contexts. Using a novel dynamical systems analysis, we distinguish several attractors, which can be interpreted as behavioral modes. The dynamical mechanism of the internal states used in the experiments documented here (energy level), is intentionally kept very simple. The underlying hypothesis examined in the following analysis, is that, in a self-organized homeostatic system, internal states can play the role of control parameters of the interaction (Kelso, 1995), therefore affecting behavior not through the selection of subsystems/modules, but through modulation of the phase space that dynamically adapts the ‘behavioral repertoire’ locally available to the agent.

Method

In this article, we report an experiment based on an intentionally simple evolutionary robotics simulation model of dynamical energy management, inspired by the theoretical framework sketched above. The control system for a simulated Khepera robot, implemented by a fully connected feedforward artificial neural network with no hidden layer, was artificially evolved by a standard evolutionary algorithm within a square environment containing two identical light sources (see Figure 1). The agent receives inputs from eight infrared sensors and eight light sensors (in both cases, six placed frontally according to a bilateral symmetry and two in the back of the robot) and one energy sensor (tracking the current level of energy). All the inputs are directly connected, through the evolved weights, to the two motor neurons respectively driving the activation of the left and right motor (positive and negative values determine the rotation in the two possible directions). Two light sources are symmetrically located at the center of the arena (700 mm x 700 mm), their distance from each other being comparable to the maximum distance range of the light sensors (300 mm).

The robot was initially provided with an energy level of 1.0 (‘full’). Its energy was subject to a continuous, linear decay at a rate of 0.008 per time step, down to zero. When the robot (that can be geometrically described as a cylinder of 50 mm diameter) entered a target area surrounding one of the lights (a circle of 30 mm radius highlighted, for the reader’s benefit, by the dotted circle in Figure 1) its energy reservoir was instantaneously and completely refilled, thus generating an internal effect sensed by the agent.

The fitness, integrated over the whole lifetime, is calculated as follows: a positive value of energy would result in a positive additive constant (+0.01 per time step), if the agent was positioned outside the target area (i.e. stationary behaviors inside the target area
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Evolutionary Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of generations:</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of individuals/generation:</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of test epochs/generation:</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of one epoch (time steps):</td>
<td>600 (= 60 s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starting position:</td>
<td>random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability of mutation:</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability of crossover:</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensory noise:</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: List of the parameters used during the evolutionary process.

are not rewarded). In order to facilitate the evolutionary bootstrapping, the performance of the first 200 time steps of lifetime was not integrated into the fitness. On the other hand, a null energy level would produce the opposite effect of integrating a negative constant to the fitness (-0.02). The survival of the individual was only limited by the number of time steps during its lifetime, which immediately ended in the case of eventual crashes against the walls, which also determined a severe punishment (-100). The simulated evolutionary process took place according to the parameters specified in Table 1.

Results and Analysis

At the end of the evolutionary process the simulated agent (endowed with the fittest evolved controller) proves reliably effective in disambiguating between the two light sources, according to their capacity to affect, neutrally or positively, its energy level. As exemplified in Figure 1, the agent, to whom the two light sources look identical, approaches a first light source and, receiving no reward (that is, sensing no increase in its energy level), quickly migrates towards the other light source that supplies it with energy. This determines the engagement of the agent within a stable behavior in the neighborhood of the rewarding light source.

The development of a skillful controller capable of light disambiguation should be only considered of minor interest and here prototypical for demonstration. Rather than the goal, it constitutes the actual starting point for our analysis, which will emphasize the general holistic nature of the relation between agents and their environments, the complex dynamics emerging from such interaction and the crucial role of non-neural internal states in influencing the emergent dynamics. During the evolutionary process, the energy level plays the generic role of one of the many internal state variables of the system. By ‘system’, we here mean the dynamical system constituted by the agent, its control system, its environment/arena and the set of bio-regulatory mechanisms (synthesized, as a crude first approximation, in the agent’s energy level). In the following analysis, where the evolved agent is tested under conditions that transfigure the evolutionary task, the energy level is used as control parameter of the overall system. The systematic manipulation of the energy
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Figure 1. Evolved behavior. As its energy level linearly decays, the simulated agent approaches the light (represented by a filled circle) to the right of the environment. The lack of any effect on its energy level results in the following approach of the next light. As its energy reservoir is instantaneously refilled to the maximum level of energy, the agent is engaged in a stable behavior in the proximity of the rewarding light source. The signals labeled LM and RM show, as a function of time, the current activation of the left and right motors; LS1-8 represent the activation of the light sensors in time; EnS displays the energy level.

level allows us to visit a wealth of behavioral attractors embedded in the system during its evolution (where the adaptation is limited to the reactive neural controller).

Energy binary-switch

In order to lay down the most extreme possible scenarios, we ran some simulations where the same agent as illustrated in Figure 1 was placed in one of a few possible initial positions and fed with a steady high level of energy. After a suitable interval of time, chosen to exhaust the transitory phase from the initial position to the development of the specific behavioral attractor, the energy level was suddenly switched and clamped to zero. Consequently, none of the two light sources would any longer provide the agent with an energy recharge.

As shown in Figure 2, during the first 200 time steps the agent drifts at low speed away from the sensed light sources, moving from its initial position. As the energy level switches from 1.0 down to 0.0 (illustrated by the abrupt switch in the graph of the energy level) the magnitude of the agent’s speed is abruptly increased, as clearly shown by the sudden increment of its motor activation (the negative values indicate that the robot is moving backwards). The agent engages in a fast run, alternating visits to both of the light sources.

Energy clamp

The interesting behavioral dynamics observed in the previous experiment encouraged the development of our analysis, accomplished by refining the quantization of the possible energy levels, as inspired by voltage clamp techniques, routinely used in neurophysiology (e.g. Nicholls, Martin, Wallace, & Fuchs, 2001). Accordingly, the energy sensor input of
Figure 2. Energy binary-switch experiment. During the first 200 time steps (energy level 1.0; dashed trajectory), the same agent as illustrated in Figure 1 slowly moves forward (as the low positive motor activations demonstrate) from its initial position towards the closest light. As the activation of the frontal light sensors increases, the simultaneous change in the activation of the two motors triggers a sharp turn (around time step 50). Then, still in slow forward movement, the robot drifts away from the light source. When the energy level switches to zero (time step 200) its motor activations suddenly assume high negative values (backward high-speed motion) as the agent alternately visits the two light sources.

the neural controller was systematically clamped to discrete, steady levels of energy, ranging from 0.0 to 1.0, with constant increments of 0.02. For each energy level the agent was left free to interact with its environment, starting from 10 fixed positions and orientations, for a time sufficient to fully develop its ongoing dynamics in a wider environment (1500 mm x 1500 mm), broadened so to prevent any sensory interference from the walls during exploratory behaviors. The starting positions were chosen according to the specific geometrical symmetry of the environment and within a distance from the closest light source so that the agent’s light sensors could actually detect it.

A taxonomy of behavioral attractors.

Following the qualitative observation of a large set of different trajectories in the phase space, we developed a taxonomy consisting of nine behavioral attractors, based on their general morphological and spectral characteristics. Their iconic representations are sketched in Figure 3, as projection of the phase space on the physical space of the robot’s environment. In order to make sure that transients have already converged to stable trajectories, all the panels in the picture are based on the last 1000 time steps (100 simulated seconds) from replications lasting 3000 time steps each. An analogous attention to the full development of the behavioral transients characterizes also the rest of the following analysis.

Spectrum analysis by Fast Fourier Transform (e.g. in Haykin & Van Veen, 2003) proved particularly powerful in supporting the discrimination of visually similar behaviors. For example, attractors labeled F and H, although clearly different in Figure 3, might be hard to visually disambiguate over a number of repetitions (details not shown here). However, as illustrated in Figure 4, their spectra in the frequency domain in fact unmistakably
Figure 3. Iconic representation of the spatial trajectories for the nine behavioral attractors in our taxonomy (plotted over 1000 time steps after convergence of the transients). The scale has been systematically varied for the reader's sake, in order to facilitate a deeper qualitative grasp of the attractor's morphology (where possible, light sources are indicated by a star). Basic morphological elements in the trajectories are expressed by the different attractors in different combinations.

and reliably characterize them in a way that not only simplifies their classification, but also clearly demonstrates that they should be considered as two distinct behaviors. In fact, while the spectrum of attractor H shows sharp peaks forming a sequence of harmonics at frequencies multiple of 0.45 Hz, thus revealing its highly periodic nature, attractor F has a quite continuous spectrum, dominated by low frequency harmonics and a peak centered around 0.2 Hz.

*Energy level as dynamical behavioral modulator.*

The effect of the energy level as control parameter on the dynamical properties of the agent-environment coupling is substantiated by Figure 5. The bar-plot at the top of the figure shows the relative frequency of each of the nine attractors (labeled A to I corresponding to Figure 3) along the whole duration of the experiment (10 replications...
at 50 different levels of energy). In the lower part of the picture, the intensity of the pixels associated with each attractor details how the relative frequencies are distributed as a function of the current level of energy. Apparently, under the effect of the control parameter, the behavior drifts from attractors A and B, for the lowest levels of energy, to attractor I for energy levels of 0.8 and above. Attractor C prevails in the energy interval [0.1, 0.4], whereas the following interval is characterized by a sequence of couples or triplets of attractors appearing with similar probability for energy levels within the interval [0.5, 0.8] and slowly converging towards attractor H, stereotypical for high energies up to 0.8. The qualitative and quantitative nature of the observations, as resulting from the ten repetitions, received further validation by the results of additional repetitions testing different operative conditions (different levels of noise and random starting positions; details not shown here). Hence, the reported results, together with the following analysis, can be considered highly representative of the system’s properties.

In accordance with Figure 5, the direct manipulation of the energy level, here used as a control parameter, effectively extracts a small subset of potential behavioral attractors, belonging to the pool of nine behavioral attractors embedded within the system by the evolutionary process, by shaping a specific landscape in the phase space. For example, applying a level of energy of 0.7, will activate either behavioral attractor H (70% of the trials) or, with a lower probability, F (20%) or D (10%). The actual attractor emerges on the basis of the actual starting position and of the integrated effects of noise, according to the general mathematical properties of dynamical systems. In this sense we can think of the energy level as an effective non-deterministic action selection mechanism, similar to but different from other suggested mechanisms (L. Cañamero, 2003; Prescott, Redgrave, & Gurney, 1999) in that this is emergent, dynamic and self-organized to a high degree.
Figure 5. Top graph: relative frequency of the nine observed behavioral attractors over all 500 replications. Bottom graph: the intensity of the pixels for each column (corresponding to attractors A-I) represents the relative frequency of the behavioral attractor for all ten replications at each level of energy. When the energy level is in the energy interval [0.1, 0.4] we can observe a clear dominance of attractor ‘C’, expressed by the system in all the repetitions. A similar dominance is shown by attractor ‘I’ in the energy interval [0.8, 1.0]. An ordered sequence, involving two or more attractors expressed with similar probability at any energy level, characterizes the intermediate energy interval [0.4, 0.8].

In the normal (evolved) conditions (see Figure 1), all the dynamical subsystems involved (internal energy level dynamic, neurocontroller, body and environment), are mutually engaged in a regulatory interaction, in order to achieve an effective and viable behavior. This mechanism, self-organized under evolutionary pressure, exploits the possibility to use the slower time scale of the energy level in order to integrate information over time (note that the neural controller is implemented as a purely reactive ANN). It should be emphasized that the energy level follows dynamics structurally dissimilar to the parallel interaction of the neurocontroller with its external environment (i.e. characterized by time scales that differ by orders of magnitude). As we can clearly see in Figure 5, when the agent suffers of an energy deficit (upper part of the lower graph) the pool of potential attractors is composed by “exploratory behaviors” (attractors A, B, C; cf. Figure 3), all looping between the two lights and engaging in external loops starting from one of them. Interestingly, attractor B, which expresses the possibility to engage in a limit cycle around the light source (although expressed with low probability), might be considered potentially maladaptive (inset in Figure 3, panel B). On the other hand, when the agent reaches an energy level around 0.8 or
slightly below (lower part of Figure 5) the potential attractors tend to engage in tight loops around the closest light source (attractors F, G, H). Attractors D and E integrate both characteristics, and could be considered transitional forms. Finally, when the energy level is above 0.8, the light source is interpreted as a mild repeller, as the agent tends to slowly step back from it. This mechanism reflects evolutionary constraints, in that the agent is not rewarded for stationary behaviors within the target area.

The spatial properties of the different families of attractors and the smooth transition from more exploratory to more local behaviors, are synthesized in more quantitative terms by the diagram in Figure 6. For each replication, we measured the minimum and maximum distance between the agent and both light sources. The diagram reports the variation of the average minimum and maximum distance (respectively, dark bars and solid line) as a function of the energy level. The average was based on the sequence of 10 repetitions at each energy level, as recorded during the clamp experiment (after all behavioral transients had settled). Actually, when the agent is engaged in local behaviors around a single light source, the maximum distance between agent and both light sources would be biased by the mutual distance between the two light sources. Therefore we decided to plot the minimum of the two maximum distances from each light source (minMax). Finally, open bars and dashed lines, in the same figure, report the respective standard deviations.

For energy in the interval [0, 0.2], the average minimum-maximum distance is slightly higher than the mutual distance between the two lights. This correlates with the exploratory external loops in attractors A and B, partially mitigated by the overlapping expression of attractor C. As attractors C and D actually dominate the energy interval [0.2, 0.6], the average minimum-maximum distance actually remains extremely stable, with a value close to the distance between the two lights (for the agent is moving from one to the next). The drift towards local attractors (F, G and H) in the interval [0.7, 0.8] is represented by the smooth fall of this indicator. On the other hand, the average minimum distance regularly decreases in the interval [0, 0.8]. The final behavioral attractor of the sequence, H, is a quasi-circular movement whose radius tends to collapse to zero for growing values of energy level. As the energy level passes 0.8, a sudden, critical change affects the qualitative dynamics of the system. Both indicators in Figure 6, suddenly increase, and their similar values indicate the quasi-static nature of attractor I.

Following the structure of the neurocontroller (a simple feedforward network), the energy level directly modulates the motor activity. At the lowest energy levels, the two motor neurons receive highly negative activation, to the point of saturation (Figure 7). On the contrary, high levels of energy cause the inhibition of such vivid activation: in such conditions, the two motors tend to be activated at very low speeds, with a slight positive bias. Remarkably, according to a general mechanism that is well documented in the specialized literature (e.g. Nolfi, 2002), the evolutionary algorithm exploits contingent regularities: here in the form of the bodily symmetry of the simulated agent, that permits it to move in two opposite directions relying on two spatially distinct sets of sensors. Thus, the energy level modulates the balance between two opposite behavioral forces, phototaxis (at the lowest energy levels) and photophobia (at the highest ones), aiming for opposite directions and responsible for the generation of the overall dynamics of the system. Interestingly, the presence of such a push-pull mechanism is the basic framework for the
Validation under perturbated conditions.

In order to verify the dynamical nature of the behavioral attractors, we integrated our observations by running the energy clamp experiment in total absence of sensory noise. The expected collapse of the geometrical dimension of all behavioral attractors was indisputably contradicted by the experimental evidence. All attractors, except attractor I, re-exhibited a fractal geometry (for an example, see Figure 8, left). Attractor I turned into a fixed-point attractor.

To determine the robustness of the observed behavioral attractors (and possibly identify new ones) we tested the systematic injection of increasingly high levels of sensory noise. Interestingly, when sensory noise (uniformly distributed between 0% and 20% of the maximum possible activation of the sensor) was added to the current sensory input, neither the sequence of expression of the nine attractors, nor their relative frequency, were remarkably modified (details not shown here). Instead, all the behavioral attractors proved...
Figure 7. Patterns of motor activation for different behavioral attractors at different levels of energy (plotted over 1000 time steps after extinction of the transient phase). The vertical and horizontal axes are associated with the activation level of the left and right motors. From left to right: energy level = 0.0 (attractor A); energy = 0.4 (attractor C); energy = 0.8 (attractor H). The pattern of activation tends to drift in a continuous fashion, as a function of the energy, from highly negative (at the lowest energy levels) towards a more bounded region with slightly positive average (for high energy).

Discussion

On time scales and cognition

Theories of embodied and situated cognition stress the importance of the dynamical coupling between an agent and its environment. Furthermore, the body of any cognitive agent (biological or robotic) is much more than a mere physical substrate that allows mechanical interactions with the external world (Ziemke, Zlatev, & Frank, 2007; Chrisley & Ziemke, 2002; Clark, 1997). That means, the agent’s body is not a cognitively neutral frame merely locating in space and time a handful of sensors and actuators for interaction. Rather, embodiment governs the specific modality of the agent-environment interactions, thus shaping the agent’s cognitive potential. Accordingly, cognition does not happen in a vacuum, and any cognitive agent critically depends on and exploits the specificity of the properties of its environment. This effect has already been demonstrated in cognitive robotics (e.g., Nolfi & Floreano, 2000); brain, body and environment equally co-participate in the cognitive phenomena (cf. Chiel & Beer, 1997).

The work presented here is intended to contribute to this theoretical general framework by further exploring, and experimentally grounding, the basic principle of what Parisi called...
“internal robotics” (Parisi, 2004): non-neural internal states, in interaction with all the other systems constitutive of the agent-environment coupling, are fundamental to the deployment of the full potential of embodied cognition. In our work, a simple non-neural internal state variable belonging to a simulated simple bio-regulatory process, the energy level, turned out to play a crucial role in regulating the behavioral coupling between the agent and its external environment.

We would like to emphasize that the coupling of systems with different time scales might be a key to the understanding of cognitive phenomena. The simple scenario used in the experiments discussed here, clearly demonstrates how, given the existing dynamics, high energy levels imply that a source of energy has been visited recently and therefore still must be in the neighborhood of the agent; on the other hand, low energy has the opposite meaning and thus results in exploratory behaviors. In this case, the representational role that traditional cognitive science tends to attribute to explicit memory, is totally offloaded on the global dynamic of the ‘brain-body-environment’ system. The slow dynamic of the energy level, coupled with the remaining elements of the overall system, implicitly triggers a mechanism functional to the integration of information over time, through a continuous, situation-dependent adaptation of the current robot’s behavioral repertoire. A closely related behavioral mechanism is reported in ecological contexts and modeled by Hills (Hills, 2006), where the dopaminergic modulation of area-restricted search strategy (ARS) is described with its evolutionary implications. We believe that, although admittedly very simple and limited, these results illustrate the fact that body-internal, bio-regulatory dynamics can play an important role in embodied cognitive phenomena (cf., e.g. Damasio, 1994; Lowe, Herrera, Morse, & Ziemke, 2008).

Within this context, the use of self-organized adaptation is not just a way to cope with the complex and generally unpredictable properties of the real environments. This is already technically problematic; in fact, even the mere possibility to describe declaratively viable and “intelligent” agent’s dynamics by a discrete set of rules, as typical of classical AI approaches,
is still a matter of intense scientific and philosophical debate. As others have argued before (Nolfi, 1998), from a cognitive or behavioral modeling perspective, self-organized adaptation also creates a value added by drastically reducing the impact of the designer’s own ontology on constructing agent-environment dynamics. Therefore, self-organization tends to address and deploy in cognitive modeling the specificity of the cognitive potential of an agent-environment dynamical coupling, and its specific cognitive modalities.

Taken to the extreme, embodiment and situatedness imply that, once in place, self-organization tends to create classes of cognitive agents endowed with highly specific cognitive capacities. Consequently, an artificial cognitive agent can never be considered as a general model of cognition, but rather constitutes an indirect epistemic tool (a probe, you might say) by which we might investigate the basic principles behind cognitive phenomena. By observing the specific cognitive modalities in artificial models, we can infer basic information about the general organizational principles of biological embodied cognition, and the nature and relative roles of its basic elements. In that sense the emergence of self-organized dynamics in the context of interacting systems should be considered as the premise for the emergence of autonomous meaning.

In defense of the model

We would like to briefly point out three more things: Firstly, as mentioned above, the experimental scenario discussed here is of course simplistic, and it is intentionally so. In the choice of a body for our agent, the mechanism for its internal dynamics, its artificial nervous system and its environment, we systematically selected the simplest available option. Such a minimal setup allowed us to isolate and emphasize the phenomenon studied, and to extract/illustrate a general principle: the holistic nature of cognitive processes and the mutual contribution of internal and external dynamics to their emergence. Simplicity enabled us to carry out a detailed analysis of the ongoing phenomena. The use of more complex systems would, no doubt, give rise to more articulated dynamics; however, it would also be likely to blur the causal mechanisms to the extent of creating indistinguishable conceptual black boxes.

Secondly, our taxonomy of the observed behavioral attractors might be considered somewhat arbitrary. The classification of the attractors to some degree was based on their morphological characteristics, i.e. how their trajectories in the phase space ‘appear’ to us, the experimenters (whereas above, in fact, we argued for reducing the influence of the experimenter through self-organization). Furthermore, the spectral analysis of the attractors proved extremely useful in classifying otherwise morphologically similar attractors. It might be argued that some of the classes considered in Figure 3 could be merged into a single family, as their differences are merely due to the obvious time constraints of our observations. However, this does not affect our analysis in principle, since what is actually relevant here is the general structure of the transition between types/families of behavioral attractors that are qualitatively very different, respectively playing a major role at different energy levels, as demonstrated in Figure 6.

Finally, assuming that the dynamical systems approach to the study of embodied cognition might and should develop from its often somewhat metaphorical use of dynamical systems terminology, we tried to elucidate our analyses in mathematical terms, at least to some degree. In fact, the mathematical language is itself a metaphorical description of
the world (Lakoff & Núñez, 2000). Nevertheless, it represents a powerful and perhaps the only unambiguous conceptual tool our culture has produced for the accurate description of scientific theories and systematic exploration of their implementations as models. The same way logics offered a natural language to traditional symbol-systems-type AI, mathematics offers a natural language to the description of the dynamics and the emergence of embodied cognitive phenomena. That said, of course it remains to be seen exactly which mathematical tools and terminology turn out to be useful for the analysis of which types of cognitive and behavioral mechanisms. We believe this article has presented a couple of novel ways of viewing and analyzing minimal cognitive systems, and thus represents some progress towards the goal of developing a richer dynamical-systems toolbox for the analysis of embodied cognitive systems.

Conclusions and future work

We hope to have shown how a simple non-neural state, the energy level, can be used to modulate the dynamical properties of the interaction between a simple simulated robotic agent, controlled by a reactive feedforward artificial neural network, and its environment. This dynamical property, emergent and self-organized, turned out to play a crucial role in disambiguating perceptually identical light sources, on the basis of their capacity to influence the non-neural internal state. Nevertheless, the mechanism we analyzed should be considered as a general dynamical property and the specific instantiation merely prototypical for demonstration.

Crucially, the time scale of the energy level, very different from the time scale of the normal interactions between the agent and its environment, allows the system to integrate information over time. We argue that internal bio-regulatory dynamics in living systems can play a crucial role in supporting embodied cognitive processes. From this perspective, the non-neural internal state can also be considered an elementary, implicit mechanism of appraisal. Elsewhere (Herrera, Montebelli, & Ziemke, 2007; Herrera, Ziemke, & Moffat, 2006), we have argued in more detail that similar mechanisms represent the physiological basis for proto-emotions, in general accordance with somatic theories of emotions (Prinz, 2004; Damasio, 1994). From the self-organized coupling of internal dynamics, neurocontrollers, bodies and environments, all inter- and intra-operating on different time scales, might develop promising dynamics, from which genuine, autonomous, meaningful artificial cognition could emerge. Our major concern as cognitive system designers should be to incorporate in our models the critical level of complexity sufficient to trigger and sustain the process. Furthermore, the traditional roles that system theory attributes to controller and controlled, should be re-examined, as the nature of the mutual relationships among cognitive subsystems can only be contingent and circular. Even the cultural division that traditionally determines the boundary between inside and outside of the body, internal and external, should be critically analyzed in the perspective of cognitive modeling. Even if this distinction might seem quite straightforward in our current artificial agents, obviously developed according to our cultural biases, in biological agents such boundaries appear blurred and highly penetrable, for we are intrinsically extended, permeable, symbiotic biological machines (Turner, 2002; Clark, 2003).

The current study has focused on the role that non-neural internal (bodily) states might play in embodied cognitive phenomena. The internal dynamic we actually modeled,
as well as our crude manipulation of the control parameter, is of course a very rough abstraction from any dynamic normally found in natural bio-regulatory systems. Future work will be aimed at more detailed, multidimensional modeling of the non-neural internal (homeostatic) mechanisms and their role in the global dynamical interaction between cognitive agents and their environments. A refinement of the type of dynamical analysis presented here, aiming to identify the exact conditions for the occurrence of dynamical bifurcations and the dynamical sensitivity to perturbations, might also be relevant for a deeper comprehension of the general properties of embodied cognitive systems.
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Footnotes

1 Of course this internal mechanism, and the name itself, "energy level", represents an extremely crude simplification. What is important here is that this quantity is sensed by the agent, therefore influencing the activity of its artificial nervous system, and its dynamic was designed with a time scale that is slower by orders of magnitude than all other sensory-motor interactions.

2 In dynamical system theory, a rigorous definition of the concept of attractor is somewhat elusive, particularly in most practical cases, when the problem at hand is not analytically well defined. Nevertheless, the use of the notion of attractor is here fully compatible with the list of the necessary and sufficient conditions suggested by some authors (cf., e.g. Strogatz, 1994). In particular all the attractors we classified are invariant, exhibit a basin of attraction and are minimal.

3 We follow some authors (cf., e.g. Strogatz, 1994) in making a distinction between fractal and strange attractors. The former property, that merely focuses on geometrical aspects, does not imply the latter. A full characterization of the dynamical properties of the specified pool of attractors (for example their sensitive dependence on initial conditions, or an accurate description of the extension of their basins of attraction), or even the mere designation of the intrinsic reasons for the exhibited fractal trajectories, go beyond the scope of this article. In absence of a detailed analysis, we will simply avoid the trivialization of terms like strange attractor and chaos.
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